Anonymous Funds

Abarca Family Fund
Luis T. Abarca

Abdoulah Family Fund
Colleen Abdoulah

Adams Family Fund

Advocates for Learning and Literacy

AEM Charitable Fund

Olivia V. Agraz Fund

Alice Foundation

All Things Are Possible Fund

John H. Altshuler M.D. Scholar Athlete Memorial Fund

Charles and Bethany Atkins Fund
Charles T. and Bethany Atkins

Aurora Human Rights Center Fund
The Buck Foundation

Bardwell Donachy Family Fund

Barker Family Fund
Scot B. and Karen L. Barker

Barton Family Foundation

Bayless Charitable Fund

Edna Peiker Beach Fund

William & Marilyn Beesley DAF Fund

Belay Fund

Belzley Family Foundation Fund
Cody and Seth Belzley
Belzley Fund  
Cody and Seth Belzley

Nancy Lake Benson Fund  
Nancy Benson

Berg Family Fund  
Valerie and Pal Berg

Bess Family Donor Advised Fund

Bible Family Fund

Billiken Fund

Marc C. Bingham and Deborah H. Bingham Fund

Rebecca, Macie and Garrison Bingham Memorial Fund

Gary Bird Fund  
Gary G. Bird

Black Hills/Colorado Electric Utility Company Charitable Fund

Helen Marie Black Music Education Endowment Fund

Helen Marie Black Music Education Program Fund  
Carol E. and Howard Atkins, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Shirley E. Baker, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Virginia Bonvicini, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Martha S. Bradley  
Carol J. Frisk Dreiling and Gilbert N. Dreiling, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Margaret Gorshe  
Ruth and Peter A. Homburger, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Jo Ellen and Ken R. Kopatch, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Dorothy and Dallas Mauk  
Deirdre and James G. Nalven, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Robert & Judi Newman Fund  
Ruth L. O’Neal, in honor of Penny Shoemaker  
Frank Y. Parce, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Desiree A. Parrott-Alcorn, in memory of Sheila Parce  
Eldene E. Ronnekamp and Bryan L. Nordin  
Cindy D. and Jim D. Shoemaker  
Barbara H. and Lloyd O. Timblin
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Leslie S. Tjarks

Bliss Family Foundation

Blue Sky Fund
David Hicks Lampert

Barbara Bluhm Memorial Fund

Christopher & Sarah Bock Family Charitable Fund
Bock Management Company

The Don and Nancy Bouc Charitable Fund
Nancy and Don Bouc

Bowen Family Performing Arts Fund
PDAC/Arts for All
Marcia L. Ragonetti

Gregory C. Boyce Donor Advised Fund
Gregory C. Boyce, CPA

The Richard B. & Janice M. Brady DAF Fund
Anonymous

Viola and George Breitkreuz Fund

Ryan Briggs Memorial Foundation
Mary P. Morris
Ralph and Stacey Story

David Brooks Memorial Endowment Fund
Paul M. Brooks
F. Lois Busch
KeyBank Foundation
KeyBank National Association

Sylvia Knoboch Brown Fund

Brown-Alpert Fund

Brown-McNitt Family Fund
Mr. Darrell Brown and Ms. Suzanne McNitt, in honor of the marriage of Aaron Dunn & Dena Farber Miller

Susan W. Burgamy Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Don and Lynn Burnes Family Fund

Butler Family Fund

Butterfield Family Donor Advised Fund

Campbell Foundation Fund

Linda D. Campbell Fund
Linda Campbell

Carstens Family Fund

Jim Casey Fund

Challenge Denver Fund
Linda D. Campbell Fund
Anna and John J. Sie Foundation, in honor of Betsy Leighton & Amber Fries

Cheeryble Fund

The CJI Judicial Education Fund
Colorado Judicial Institute
Kenneth Stuart

Henry and Janet Claman Fund
Dr. Janet and Dr. Henry Claman

The Clark Family Charitable Fund
Elizabeth Barton Clark and Samuel W. Clark

Virginia Lee Clinch Fund

Code Ten Fund
Sean P. Bender
Matthew Cotham
JP Faragher
Hilary Garnsey and Ben Peery
Dr. & Mrs. Andrew L. Gross
Christopher A. Gutierrez
Michelle Tartaglia Hagstrom
Christina L. Ahmadian Miller
Dave Pearson, M.D.
David Richards
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Brian H. Shear
Torrey C. and Benjamin Smith

Cohen Legacy Fund
In Jesus' Name Fund

Colorado Community Partners

Colorado Forum Fund

Colorado State Bank Foundation Trust

Colorado Youth Assistance Fund

Colorado's Future Fund for Research and Education
Colorado Health Foundation
Rose Community Foundation

Community Health Care Fund

Concept Fund

Congdon Family Fund
Noëy and Tom Congdon

Connelly/Stark Family Fund
Robert Connelly, Jr.

Cooper Family Fund

David and Janet Cooper Charitable Fund

Corrigan Rice Educational Fund

Coughlon Family Fund

Leonard V. Crimmins Education Fund

Catherine and Michael Cuomo Fund

Brian G. Curtis Memorial Fund for Battered Women and Children
Anonymous
Roscoe Crenshaw
Mary and Warren Washington
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

David Curtiss Family Fund

Arun Das Memorial Fund

Davis Family Fund
Jane B. and Timothy A. Davis

DCP Midstream Charitable Fund
DCP Midstream

Deane Family Fund
Ze and Dick Deane

DeBye Charitable Fund

DellaSalle Family Fund
Louis R. DellaSalle

Denargo Fund
Anonymous

The Denver Foundation Employee Fund
Rebecca A. and Rick Arno
Angelle Fouther
Lauren Casteel
Sarah Harrison
Carmen M. and David P. Holleman
Joyce E. Holmstrom
David J. Miller
Astrid Spies and Sean Fontaine

Denver Mountain Parks Foundation
Anonymous
Lynn Dimmick
Cynthia R. Kendrick, in honor of brother Gordon Rippey & Sally Rippey
Kathryn and Tim Ryan
Joseph O. Waymire Fund

Diachok Family Foundation

Max DiJulio Fund

Audrey K. Dines Memorial Fund
Tyson Dines, III
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

DLBL Fund

Do It For The Kids Fund

Frances Dodge Family Fund
Anonymous

The Robert and Elaine Doerksen Fund
Elaine and Robert L. Doerksen

Down Syndrome Educational Fund
Beth and Stephen Ball, in memory of Christian Ransom Ball
Melinda and Stuart Ball, in memory of Christian Ransom Ball
Sarah E. and Michael A. Graham, in honor of Sophia Whitten's birthday
Doris E. and Gerald Harms, in memory of Christian Ransom Ball
McDonnell Family Foundation
Laura and Jack Shere, in memory of Christian Ransom Ball
Deborah Sie and Justin V. Hoffman, in honor of Michelle, Tom, Sophia, & Patrick Sie-Whitten

The Durbano Family Charitable Fund
Linda and David Durbano

Kerry Ann Dwyer Fund

E. & P. Donor Advised Fund
Philip D. Winn

Eagle Fund
Brian T. Abrams
Michael Barkin, in honor of Suky & Roger Barkin
Borgen Family Foundation
Jon-Erik Borgen
Brewster B. Boyd, Jr.
Dr. Daniel R. Hamman
Joshua C. Holman
Mankwitz Family Foundation
Ryan O'Shaughnessy
Jonathan M. Right

Edwards-Phillips Family Fund

The William Edwards Charitable Fund
William Edwards

Eicher Family Donor Advised Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Elings Family Fund

Elkhorn Ranch Education Fund
North American Title Company-Market Place 55

Emergency Healthcare and Education Fund

Emery Foundation

R. Kent & Barbara Erickson Fund

Eulipions Fund

Lee Palmer Everding Foundation
Helen Tomlinson, in honor of Eclectics

Everding Distinguished Lecturer Program Fund

Eye on the Future Fund
Anonymous Donors
Walton Family Foundation

Family Funds for Charitable Giving Fund
Anonymous

Virginia Farber Fund

Cathy and Richard Finlon Donor Advisory Fund

The Fletcher Family Fund
Anonymous

Forest Heights Lodge Fund

Foster Family Fund

Julie I. Foster Fund

Fountaine Family Fund

Frick Family Fund

Fronk Family Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Carol Fuller Charitable Fund

Gilbert C. Frye Charitable Fund
Gilbert C. Frye Family Trust

Gilbert C. Frye Healthy Families Fund
Gilbert C. Frye Family Trust

Gilbert C. Frye Opportunity Fund
Gilbert C. Frye Family Trust

Fuller Family Fund

Galadriel Fund

Diane and Charles Gallagher Family Fund

Katherine Gamrath Fund

Ganger Family Foundation

Gann Family Fund

Garbe Family Fund
Margaret S. Garbe and Richard C. Garbe

Garcia Mejia Foundation

Sidney B. and Caleb F. Gates, Jr. Fund
Sidney B. and Caleb F. Gates, Jr.

The AW Geise, IV Charitable Fund
Anonymous

Marian P. Gelfand Fund
Marian and Lou Gelfand

Gerri Fund
Kimberly S. Patmore and Thomas A. Haller

Giving "Trust" Fund
Barbara Askenazi, in honor of Ida Steinberg
Elise A. and Brian Barish
Meg Lemon and Joshua Blum
Jamie B. and Robert C. Blume
Andra S. Davidson  
Mariah Dickson and Robert Stein  
Stephanie Frankel  
Vikki P. and Gregory E. Goldberg  
Kimberly and Todd Goldstein  
Leanna S. Harris  
Jacqueline S. Melmed  
Kathy Neustadt, in memory of Andy Dickson  
Rebecca Rosen  
Stephanie Rudnick-Kingdom  
Michelle Shedro  
Elyana R. Sutin-McCeney and Michael H. McCeney  
Jane and Scott Tobias

Golas Family Donor Advised Fund

Gonzales Family Fund
Albert C. Gonzales

Allison Preston Goodheart Fund

Robert W. Graf Family Fund

Daniel Graham Fund

Jule Adams Grant Fund

Peter and Rhondda Grant Fund
Rhondda and Peter Grant

Great Grandmothers Fund

Greater Littleton Youth Initiative  
The Keane Organization, Inc.

Greater Littleton Youth Initiative Suicide Prevention Fund

Greenwood Fund
Anonymous

Charles M. & Zoe E. Grieves Donor Advised Fund
Charles Grieves, Jr.

Grogan Family Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

The Robert D. and Lisa M. Gross Family Fund
Lisa and Robert D. Gross

Carol Mockensturm Haas Family Fund

Hal and Beverly Haddon Fund

Hahn Family Fund
Laura L. and James M. Hahn

Herbert and Monika Hallman Eleemosynary Fund

Hamlin Family Fund
Dr. Charles and Linda E. Hamlin

Kathy Neustadt Hankin Fund
Wal-Dot Foundation

Hanson Charitable Fund

Doug & Elena Hanson Fund

Harlor Family Fund

Harreld Family Fund

Harrison Family Fund

Barbara J. Hartley Fund

Larissa Hartman Memorial Fund
Jo Anne Alldredge
Eleanor L. Ashley
Diane Canfield
Columbine Hills Letter Carriers
Kathleen M. Corcoran
Andrea Dite
Kathleen and David W. Fowler
Rita L. and Charles R. Greene
Joan and Harry Hartman
Jeffrey Hartman
Stephen Hartman
Monique P. Hea
Rebecca Hea
Lori Helmstetter and Judy Reaven
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Helen Hicks
Alan, Cindy, and Lauren Hoal
Christine Hollander
Cynthia D. Kirby
Jennifer Landers
Barbara A. Larson
Yelena Legkova and Igor Legkov
Letter Carriers BR 849
Shelly Lucido
Rebecca and Mac Macsovits
John Marx
Patricia A. and Timothy L. Murphy
Rebecca A. and Andrew G. Mutz
Jennifer Karas Myers
Todd Rinehart
Brooke Rohde and Scott Shields
Debra Schell-Frank and James R. Frank
Susan Schulten
Way Shen and Chris George
James Stanaway
Margaret and Bob Stookesberry
Carole Tomasso
Ali Walton
Nancy A. Ward
Waste Management, Inc.
Roger J. Winston
Aimee Witulski
Karen Wuertz

Deborah Hayes & James L. Martin Fund
Deborah Hayes and James L. Martin

Jeffrey Bowman Heart Fund
Anonymous
Joan Bowman
Joan M. Bowman
Patty Bowman Cosby
Theresa and Robert Bowman
Bill Giddings
Debra Ellen and Ronald G. Graf
Joan H. Greenberg
Sheryl Harper
Destiny King
Carolyn L. and Connally E. Mears
Lynn A. and Walter C. Nathan
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Joann M. and Kirk E. Nerheim
Joan O. and Richard J. Nichols
Kristin and Richard A. Rodgers
Alan E. Sheley
Mary D. and Paul D. Sullivan
Chris Vail & Family

Brian A. Hicks Memorial Fund

Lorraine & Harley Higbie Fund

Highdown Fund

Historic Electric Fountain Fund

Diane and Berkley Hoffer DAF Fund

Holly Holder Memorial Fund

Homan Family Fund
Nanette J. Schlessman and Herbert L. Homan

Hope for Generations
Marilyn L. Brown and Douglas N. Morton
Lee Palmer Everding Foundation
Sigrid Halvorson Freese
Cynthia R. Kendrick
The Honorable Dick Lamm

Hopkins Family Fund

Houston Family Fund

Marguerite B. Howard Fund

Winston Howard Fund

The Hower Family Fund
Pamela and Timothy Hower

Damien Hunsaker Memorial Fund

Swanee Hunt Family Fund

Walter & Georgia Imhoff Family Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Walt & Georgia Imhoff Charitable Lead Annuity Trust

In Jesus' Name! Fund
Terese R. Rose

In Jesus' Name! Fund #2
In Jesus' Name Fund

In Jesus' Name! Fund #3
In Jesus' Name Fund

In Jesus' Name! Fund #4
In Jesus' Name Fund

Ingalls Family Fund

Robert Inman Charitable Fund

John C. Inmann Work and Family Center Fund

ISA 4110 Foundation

William Sharpless Jackson, Jr. Endowment for the Advancement of Asian Art and Culture Fund

Eric and Cindy Jacobson Charitable Fund

James Family Fund

John Jenkins & Debra Lappin Fund

John K. Jerome Family Fund

Jobes Family Donor Advised Fund
Jeff and Barbara Jobes Donor Advised Fund

The Jeff and Barbara Jobes Donor Advised Fund

Jodatary Fund
Jodyn S. and David S. Charmatz

Norma R. Johnson Fund

Johnson-Assumption Cathedral Greek Orthodox Church Chapel Fund
Kay and Michael S. Johnson
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Joseph Family Fund

JTJ Fund

Judd Family Fund

Frank and Marti Judson Fund

Josephine Juliana-Orfe Fund
Susan J. Steinberg Boyle
Terrance J. Bresnahan
Brenda and Timothy A. Butler
Central Business Services Corporation
Jane E. Gigliotti
Karen and John E. Holtman
Christopher P. Juliana
Tamara J. and David H. Kriese
Scott R. Larson
Brian K. Lockard
Rita L. and David G. Meares
Jared J. Naudain
Sara and Matt Nawrocki
Heidi M. Parsons
Sandra K. Parsons
Dagmar and D. Reece Pierce
Holly M. and Warren W. Post
Gretchen L. and Paul C. Rierson
Wayne M. & Gwyn M. Sever

James and Kathryn Kaiser Family Fund

Kaiser Permanente Community Health Fund
Kaiser Permanente, Rocky Mountain Division

Kaiser Permanente Fund

Kalan Family Fund

Judith M. Kaufmann Memorial Fund

Keller Family Fund
The George M. & Adelaide M. Keller Foundation

Montie and Ann Keller Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Rollie R. Kelley Family Foundation Fund

Doug and Pam Kelsall Family Fund

Kennedy Family Foundation
Kelly and Michael G. Kennedy

The Chet and Lynette Kenoyer Charitable Family Fund
Lynette and Chet Kenoyer

Kepner Educational Excellence Program Fund, in memory of Sonya "Toni" Binstock
Anonymous
Wendy Berenbaum, M.D. and James Berenbaum
Sharon and Larry Berkowitz
Daisy Berl
John A. Berman
Marsha W. and Gary B. Blum
Amy Berkowitz Caplan
Sally Carleton
The Chotin Foundation
Deane Family Fund
Madeline C. Durbin
Kathleen and Paul Edstrom
Barbara and Dr. Stephen Engel
Dr. Tibor Engel
Rita M. and Dennis M. Funk
Geraldine Gold
Celeste C. Grynberg, in honor of Paula Burger & Toni Binstock
Louise H. Heller
Lisa M. Japha
Suzie and Daniel T. Kamlet
Werner J. and Gilda L. Kaplan Foundation
Sara Katsh
Carole S. Kornreich, M.D. and Daniel K. Foss, M.D.
Shelley Krovitz
Evi and Evan Makovsky
Audrey Friedman Marcus
Marla P. and Rabbi David J. Meyer
David J. Miller
Mindy H. and Eric R. Miller
Myron and Louann Miller Fund
Daniel and Janet Mordecai Foundation
Carrie A. Olson
Marguerite D. Oxman
Adrean M. Pepper
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Julie L. Perlman
Lois A. and Sherman I. Rich
Jodi M. Rosen
Sara S. and Harley A. Rotbart
Shelley S. and Gerald D. Rotenberg
Lee Rudofsky
Marc A. Shulkin
Deanna Sue Simon
Marcia M. Snyder
Hannah Sperber
Jan B. Spitzer
Mourene and Beryl S. Tesler
Jack & Konnie Thompson Fund
Amy Toberman
Gretel Trent
Sandra Vinnik
Cindy E. and Michael A. Wolfe
Marianne and Lester R. Woodward
Ronald I. Zall

Kiely Family Foundation Fund
Kiely Family Foundation

King's Ransom Fund
Edith L. King
True Light Baptist Church

The Robin Kirby Fund
Kirby Foundation

Betty M. Kissinger Fund
Betty M. Kissinger Charitable Trust Under Agreement

KJ Community Fund
Thomas L. Oberdorfer, in honor of Kathryn Oberdorfer and Joel Cohen
William L. Oberdorfer

Richard S. Klingenstein Family Fund

Konrad Family Fund

Kordof Family Fund

Irwin Kornfeld Memorial Fund
Barbara and Richard Cook
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Linda Kornfeld, in honor of Lieba Alpert's milestone birthday
Patti J. and Michael R. Ross, in honor of Shaika Solecki's 65th birthday and in honor of Myron Miller as one of the business men of the year

Kowalsky Family Fund

KSS Foundation Fund

D. Travis Kubiak Memorial Fund
Dietz Fry
Sharon and Alan D. Greene
Francine R. Hodes and Warren Churg, M.D.
Renée and Daniel Kubiak, in honor of Travis' 34th birthday
Erin P. Kubiak O'Connor and Paul A. O'Connor
Jimalea Webb

Jacober Kuehner Fund
Betty and Warren Kuehner

Anne Emery Kyllo Fund
John W. Emery, Jr.

William R. LaBahn Fund
William LaBahn

Lake Family Fund

Jerry Lanchbury and Margaret Hall Donor Advised Fund

Larsen Family Fund
Donna and Lee M. Larsen

The Lawton Family Fund

Lee-Stahlgren Charitable Fund
Diana Lee and LeRoy Stahlgren, M.D.

Left Hand Fund
Left Hand Foundation

Levine Fund

Robert & Norma Lewis Fund

Lightner Family Foundation Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Kathy and Jim Lightner

Susan M. Lindsay Fund 2

Susan M. Lindsay Fund 3

Liniger Fund
Gail and Dave Liniger

Little Pub Fund
Little Pub Holdings, LLC
John Woodhull

Little Tree Fund
Lelania and Timothy R. Howard

LKC and DJR Fund

Loaves and Fishes Fund
Anonymous
Patricia P. and Vincent U. Columna, Jr.
Marlys S. and Oakley P. McEachren
Resurrection Anglican Fellowship

Loewy Family Fund

Loflin Anaya Fund

Logan Family Chatham Fund

Lohmiller Charitable Fund

Lohre Family Fund

Lone Cypress Fund

Long Grandchildren Fund

Robert M. Long DAF Fund

The Michael Robert Looney Memorial Fund
James L. Looney
Susan Strohl

Love Family Foundation
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Lowry Range Planning Fund

Ludlow/Griffith Foundation
Ludlow/Griffith Foundation

Luff Family Fund
Joyce and Kenneth Luff

Jon and Eileen Luff Fund

Kevin Luff Family Fund

The Ann W. Lyon Fund
Ann W. Lyon

M & A Star Fund

MacCourt Fund

Nicole S. Machamer Fund

Machamer Family CLT

Mack Family Fund

Patty & Robert Mack Fund

Ernest S. Madison Family Foundation

Mangone Family Fund

Maples Family Fund

Marble Base Camp Fund

Marquez Fund

The Masin Family Fund
Susan and Robert Masin

William and Evelyn McClearn Family Fund

Hugh & Patricia McClearn Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Sarah McConnell Fund

Joel Michael McCormick Memorial Fund
Jackie L. and Michael S. McCormick

Harold A. McVey Family Fund
Harold A. McVey

Russell and Sally Meduna Fund

The Mellor Fund
Lareen and Reed Mellor

Mikkelson Education Fund

Miller Family Foundation

Dena Farber Miller and Charles Isaac Miller Fund

Myron and Louann Miller Fund
Wendy and Jim Miller, *in honor of Louann and Micky Miller’s 58th wedding anniversary*
Louann R. and Myron M. Miller

Minter Family Charitable Fund

ML Foundation

Kenneth B. and Ivanne O. Moore

Alan Morris DAF Fund

Jennifer Moulton Fund
Devon and Peter Bowes

Joe and Gina Murray Foundation Fund
Henry C. & Audrienne Murray Foundation

Mustard Seed Fund

Lafe Myers & Hanni Crissey Family Charitable Giving Fund

Marcia Gold Naiman Fund

Janet Rae Naster Memorial Fund
Betty R. Naster
NBR Family Fund

Neal Arts Fund

Negri Fund
Lisa Negri

Brent and Natsumi Neilsen Family Fund

Neusteter Colorado Company/Auer Family Fund

Joyce J. Neville Memorial Trust Fund

Robert & Judi Newman Fund

K. Norris Children's Fund

Dennis and Susan Obenauf Charitable Fund

Don Oberndorf Family Fund

Martin J. & Mary Anne O'Fallon Fund

Holly & Anette Olson Fund
Jeff A. Olson

Tom & Mary Orsini Fund

The Laura A. & Richard K. Ouellette Fund
Laura A. and Richard K. Ouellette

Thomas P. Owen Family Fund
Baba and Thomas P. Owen

Painter Ohrbeck Family Foundation

G. and B. Parry Family Fund

Fred & Karen Pasternack Foundation Fund
Karen and Fred Pasternack

Pedicord Family Fund

Petrow Family Foundation
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

The Martin T. Pezely Donor Advised Fund
Martin T. Pezely Charitable Lead Annuity Trust

Gerald and Adele Phelan Charitable Fund
Adele and Gerald Phelan

Piccinelli Family Fund

Pinevalley Fund

Pitler Family Fund

Jake Plummer Foundation
Anonymous
Vikki J. and Kerry D. Blettner, Jr.
Dental Benefits, Inc. II dba Universal Marketing Systems
Dover Bay Development, Inc.
Edwards Smith Construction, LLC
Carolyn M. and Roger Hale
Debrah Hall-Zugg
Jay W. Henderson
Fred Lewis
N2, Inc.
Numerica Credit Union
RGT Capital Management, Inc.
Spokane Seed Company
Ann and Doug Staker
Paul D. Wachholz

Pole Creek Ranch Fund

Pommes Frites Fund

JHJ Posner Family Fund
Joanne Mayer

Pouch Family Fund

Wes & Yvette Powell Family Charitable Fund

Power of Six Fund
Andrea Attel
Babes Around Denver, LLC
Gretchen A. Beckwith
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Dana K. Bomkamp
DCP Midstream
Andrew S. Gaskins
Susan Marinovich
Kimberly E. McKee
Rhonda Tucker and Floyd Dickerson

Ruth and Frank Pratte Foundation
Ruth R. Pratte

Terry L. Priest Transportation Education Fund
Denver Transportation Club

Prina/Mobell Fund
Gary L. Mobell
Dean Prina, M.D.

The Prottaska Fund
Michelle and Thomas Botelho
Ms. Penny D. Powell and Mr. James E. McEntire
Camille F. and Edward G. Schrandt

Timothy M. Prunk Fund

Purple Crayon Fund
Jessica Schoeppler and Matthew Bower

The Quinette Family Fund
The Quinette Family

Marilyn & Victor Quinn Fund

Marcia L. Ragonetti Arts Education Fund
Marcia L. Ragonetti

Leon and Lillian Ramo Charitable Fund

The RDM Charitable Fund
Debra A. and Robert E. Mueller

Rees Family Fund

Renewable Energy Trust
Terry E. Bates
Patti J. Thureen and Kenneth F. Baum
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Jean and Albert Binks
Andreas Boerner
Christine Bogaerts
Barbara and Richard Eyler
Margaret Ferris
Hiermiela Hagos and Solomon G. Squar
Helen E. Maestas
Scott J. Marshall
Gale T. Miller
Patricia A. and Robert H. Pearson
Public Service Company Of Colorado
Halice Ruppi
Kathy Sterling
Therese L. Sullivan
Xcel Energy

Steve & Dottie Resnick Family Fund

Right Foot Forward Fund

Rising Phoenix Foundation

Rivers Charitable Fund

Scott and Sally Robertson Fund

Romanowski Family Foundation for the Future

Paul & Harriet Rosen Philanthropic Fund

Darcey D. Rothman, MD Memorial Fund

Jeff Rothstein Memorial Fund

Round House Fund

Judge Luis and Lois Ann Rovira Fund
Lois Ann and Judge Luis D. Rovira

Phillip Ruschmeyer, Jr. Family Fund

William E. and Tamra M. Ryan Foundation
Tamra and William Ryan

Elaine & Brett Rydalch DAF Fund
Rylan's Gift Fund
R. Christine Gardner
Patricia Lally
George F. Pulver
Colleen A. and Christopher M. T. Thompson

Sage Foundation
Sage Hospitality

Salazar Family Fund
Salazar Foundation

Sandquist Family - Springhill Trail Fund

SC Fund

Schlessman Family Foundation, Inc.
Schlessman Family Foundation, Inc.

Schlup Family Foundation

Lail & Violet Schmidt Family Fund
L. William Schmidt, Jr.

Schroder DAF Fund

The Schwan Family Fund
Kathleen A. and Aric R. Schwan

Charles H. Schweppe Fund
The Schweppe Foundation, in honor of Charles H. Schweppe

Meredith and Lisa Scott Donor Advised Fund

Second Leash On Life Fund
Dora S. Neidecker, in memory of Joy Hilliard

Mark and Sue Ann Sexton Family Fund

Carole and George Shaw Fund

Sheridan Family Fund
John F. Sheridan
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Mary Jane Shewfelt Fund
Sides Kids Fund
Sides Sibs Fund
Silent Voices Fund
Anonymous
Ruth S. Silver Fund
Sissel Family Fund
Mary R. Sissel Fund
SM Energy Company Fund
St. Mary Land & Exploration Company
Small Community Fund
Smiley Face Fund

Andrew Duncan Smith Fund
Beth and Fred G. Barnet, III
Jana and Salvatore Cipolla
Karen and Andy Clark
Loretta and Richard A. Cota
Agnes E. and Manuel J. Fernandez
The Gary-Williams Company Employee Fund, an advised fund of The Piton Foundation
Helen M. Guarneri
Bernita L. and Donald R. Hadley
Kinney, Fernandez & Boire, P.A.
Jeanne M. McEvoy
Jude A. Negri, in honor of Anna Holm
Sharon Stewart

David C. Smith Family Fund
David and Jody Smith

Marilyn J. Smith Donor Advised Fund

Norman A. & Elsie K. Smith Memorial Foundation

Rodney and Kristene Smith Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Leon Douglas & Marian Bird Smoot Donor Fund

Ronald J. and Mary C. Snow "Family" Fund

Song Dog Fund

Andrea Watts Sparling Fund for Children
Gretchen Andersen-Watts and Quay Bartek
Hannah M. and Robert F. Wider

Barb Spence/Bob Connelly Fund

Spies Family Fund

Stark Fund For Geriatric Social Work

Staton Fund for Mary's Kids

Eugene and Barbara Sternberg Family Fund

Eugene D. Sternberg Fund

C. K. Stiles Fund

Rick & Janie Stoddard Family Fund

C. Dean and Kathaleen Stokes Fund

Rick and Lynne Stonger Charitable Fund

Al Strauch Fund

Donald L. Sturm Charitable Trust

Jim and Cindy Tanner Fund

TechFoundation Fund

Theler Family Charitable Fund

The Thomas/VanderWerf Fund

Thompson Family Fund

Jack & Konnie Thompson Fund
The Denver Foundation
Donor Advised Funds and Gifts

Evan Thon Foundation for Children with Disabilities

Timothy's Fund
Patricia H. Ayers
Tracy L. Dunning and Eric W. Sondermann
Gregory and Linda Prechtl
Ann M. Slonaker
Mr. Jono Smith and Mr. Blake Howard
Katherine S. and David C. Stecker
Richard Ulasewicz
Matthew M. Wirth

Lauren Townsend Memorial Scholarship/Wildlife Fund
Sherrie and Steve Barrett
Dawn Anna and Bruce C. Beck, in honor of Lauren for Christmas
Diane and Rodney Beck, in honor of Shirley Bowman’s 80th birthday
Karen and Jack W. Berryhill
Raquel M. Falotico
Kristin Frakes
Linn Hogue
Mary L. Panozzo
Jerrie Marie Pickard
Kelly and Jeff Scarbel, in honor of Lauren’s birthday
Madeleine and Thomas Sherak

Trescott Foundation Fund

The Harry F. Vaupel Memorial Fund
Anonymous

Diana Burk Vickery Charitable Foundation

Vine, Oak and Holly Fund

Walker Family Fund
Robert K. Walker

Carol and Hunt Walker Family Fund
Carol and Hunt Walker

Doreen Veglia Ward Fund

Charles L. and Emma Palmer Warren Fund
Larned A. Waterman & Paul S. Mesard Family Charitable Lead Trust Fund

Watson Family Fund
Kay W. and Robert J. Watson

The Webb Family Giving Fund
Anonymous

Wecando Endowed Fund

Wecando Fund

The Welles Fund

Whitten Family Fund

Clara M. Whittington Fund
The Daily Service Foundation, in honor of Stan Rosenbrock
Blaine Dolifka
Kathryn M. and Clinton M. Griffin
Shelly and Darin Whittington

Brad Wiese Fund
Brad Wiese

Wiley, Morgan and Parker Fund
Alchemy Plastics, Inc.
Kenna L. Barron
Katherine and Andrew Bradford
Kristen and William Carroll
Jodie Cassidy
Kathryn S. and Brian D. Creveling
Kathryn A. Fink-Johnson
Virginia B. and Richard M. Goebel
International Adoption Net
Christine D. and John T. Kennedy
Katherine Kilbane Kinney
Julie B. and Keith J. Lehrer
Denise Reed Livingston and Steven Livingston
David McIntire
Joni Ann and Michael G. Morella
Elizabeth and William Obourn
Ayn A. and Theodore D. Owens, Jr.
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